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Abstract
Purpose of the study: The purpose of the study was to examine on the basis of radiographic images of bone tissue, whether
there are differences in the rate of bone remodelling using different shapes of implants in the mandible and maxilla. Moreover,
the study also compares texture features obtained on the basis of these images for healthy bone tissue, bone directly after
implantation and after a 12-month period of prosthetic loading. Materials and Methods: The subject of the analysis was
radiovisiogram images obtained from the Medical University of Bialystok from the Department of Dental Surgery. They are
radiovisiogram photographs of 146 people aged 18–74, treated implantally due to missing teeth. The whole group of patients
received two types of implants (Active and Replace) of the same company, made of titanium, intraosseous, screw-in. Results:
It has been shown that both in the upper jaw and the mandible, the values of texture parameters obtained for bone images
made after one year of prosthetic loading are closer to healthy tissue than immediately after implantation. These values for the
mandible were relatively closer to those obtained on the basis of healthy tissue than those for the upper jaw. The bone around
the implant with a single threading achieved better results in the mandible than the one with a double threading. Conclusion:
The type of bone tissue and the shape of the implant have an impact on the achieved osseointegration. With the passage of
time and the process of bone remodelling, the damaged tissue returns to its normal structure.

Keywords Radiographic image interpretation · Image processing · Computer-assisted · Dental implantation

1 Introduction

Implantology is recognized as one of the fastest growing
areas of dentistry. The use of implants in the case of miss-
ing teeth facilitates maintenance of appropriate anatomical
conditions and functioning of the dental system. Currently,
various types and shapes of implants are used. Titanium and
its alloys are the most commonly used materials due to their
biocompatibility [2,7,9,14,30].
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The effectiveness of implantological treatment largely
depends on the achieved bone tissue anastomosis with the
implant surface (osseointegration). It is a dynamic process in
which, inter alia, through biomechanical forces occurring in
the implantological system, a balance between bone tissue
growing and resorption is maintained [3,8,13,21,22,24,35].

There are many methods of assessing bone and implant
connection. One of them, which allows a precise descrip-
tion of changes, is the analysis of radiovisiographic images
(RVG).With the use of diagnostic imaging software it is pos-
sible to extract the texture features. This enables a detailed
assessment of the state of bone tissue, changes occurring dur-
ing bone healing and achieved osseointegration [4,31,36]. A
large part of the analysis of osseointegration is based on this
method [8,16,26,27,29].

The results of such analysis provide information neces-
sary to apply new implantological methods and solutions
that improve the quality of treatment with the use of dental
implants. There are studies showing that over time, the bone
around the implant rebuilds and returns to its normal struc-
ture [8,16,29]. Moreover, significant differences in implant
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stabilization between the upper jaw and the mandible were
also confirmed [28,32].

The aim of the study was to examine on the basis of radio-
graphic images of bone tissue around the implant, whether
there are differences in the rate of bone remodelling in time
using different shapes of implants in the mandible and max-
illa, compared to healthy tissue.

2 Materials andmethods

2.1 Data collection

The subject of the analysis was RVG images (radiovi-
siograms) obtained from theMedical University of Bialystok
from the Department of Dental Surgery. They are RVG
photographs of 146 people aged 18–74, treated implantally
due to missing teeth. Written informed consent has been
obtained from all the objects involved in the study to pub-
lish this paper. The whole group of patients received the
same implant system—Nobel Biocare, made of titanium (Ti–
6Al–4V), intraosseous, screw-in. Radiographic images were
performed with KODAK RVG 6100 set with the real resolu-
tion over 14 pl/mm. The study protocol was approved by the
Local Ethical Committee ofMedical University of Bialystok,
Poland.

The research material concerns two types of implants:
single- (replace implant) anddouble-threaded (active implant)
dental materials possess the ability to compact the bone. The
first of them was introduced for 108 patients (51 in the max-
illary and 57 in the mandibular bone), while the second for
38 patients (35 in the maxillary and 5 in the mandibular
bone). The photographs were not distinguished by gender, as
the number of individual groups obtained as a result would
be too small to carry out reliable analyses. Images of the
implant zones were performed directly after introduction
and after 12 months of prosthetic loading (Fig. 1). From the
received images, apart from the implant area, areas of healthy,
intact bone were used (31 figures from the maxillary and 28
from the mandibular bone). These radiographic images were
assigned to the following comparison groups:

– Active–Replace—Healthy bone, II stage: upper jaw;
– Active–Replace—Healthy bone, II stage: mandible;
– I–II stage (Active)—Healthy bone: upper jaw;
– I–II stage (Replace)—Healthy bone: upper jaw;
– I–II stage (Replace)—Healthy bone: mandible.

where stage I means directly after implantation and stage II
means a 12-month period of prosthetic loading. The analyzed
groups were distinguished in terms of bone, because the jaw
andmandible differ in bone structure [6]. A group containing

I–II stage (Active): mandible statements was not created due
to insufficient number of samples.

2.2 Pre-processing

Preparation of images for analysis was performed in four
stages (Fig. 1):

1. rotation of the photograph so that the implant is in a ver-
tical position;

2. excision of the region of interest (ROI) containing the
bone around the implant;

3. histogram stretching;
4. histogram equalization.

All these operations were carried out in ImageJ, the intended
program for image processing and analysis. For all RVG
images, rectangular regions of interest with similar dimen-
sions were selected on both sides of the implant. Based on
the literature, a bilinear interpolationmethodwas used for the
rotation [33,37]. Histogram operations were used to attempt
improve the quality digitized image [17,20]. The images after
processing in ImageJ were then analyzed in the Qmazda pro-
gram. No normalization was performed with this program.
As a result of actions in this program, almost 600 texture
features values were extracted on the basis of ROI of each
image.

2.3 Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed in the Statistica pro-
gramme. Significant differences in means were examined by
analysis of variance, the selection of which was based on
checking the normality of distributions and homogeneity of
variance of parameters. The post hoc test was also used to
more accurately assess differences between individual sub-
groups. The Shapiro–Wilk test was performed to check the
normality of the parameters distribution of each subgroup.As
a result of this test, it was found that in most of them there
were no significant differences from the normal distribution
(level p <0.05). For these parameters, the Brown–Forsyth
test was performed, which showed that there were no sig-
nificant differences in the homogeneity of the variance of
features in subgroups. In order to verify the significance
betweenmeans, one-way ANOVA (analysis of variance) was
selected. Tukey’s honest significant difference (HSD) test
was used as the post hoc test.

From among the parameters for which the ANOVA test
showed significant differences between the subgroups, those
regarding the brightness component and thosewith the lowest
p level were chosen.
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2.4 Texture analysis

Theparameters selected for analysis concernedgradientmap,
run-length matrix and grey-level co-occurrence matrix.

2.4.1 Gradient map

The gradient map describes the differences between the
brightness of pairs of adjacent points or at a given distance
in vertical and horizontal directions. On the basis of the gra-
dient matrix, it is possible to determine the basic statistical
parameter of the first order—the average [11,12,15,19].

2.4.2 The run-length matrix

The run-length matrix describes how often in a given ROI
particular lengths of points of the same brightness appear.
The number of columns is the largest possible string length
for the analyzed direction, and the number of rows deter-
mines the number of brightness levels. Based on this matrix,
it is possible to obtain parameters such as reverse moment of
short string emphasis, moment of long string emphasis, het-
erogeneity of brightness levels, heterogeneity of string length
and the share of image surface in strings [10–12,15,38].

2.4.3 The grey-level co-occurrence matrix

The grey-level co-occurrence matrix consists of elements
describing the frequency of pairs of pixels of a given
brightness and neighbourhood. Based on this matrix energy,
contrast, correlation, summation average, summation and
differential variance, and entropy and differential entropy are
calculated [5,10–12,23,38].

3 Results

All parameters analyzed below refer to the horizontal direc-
tion of analysis and are characterized in their subgroups by
normal distribution and homogeneity of variance. Analysis
of variance (ANOVA) showed that for each of them there
are statistically significant differences between at least two
subgroups.

Table 1 The mean values and standard deviations (mean ± SD) for
group: I–II stage (Active)—Healthy bone: upper jaw

Feature I stage II stage Healthy bone
N = 66 N = 66 N = 31

F1 14.70± 3.27 16.27± 3.25 27.56± 5.29

F2 0.56± 0.08 0.58± 0.07 0.73± 0.05

F3 0.41± 0.08 0.45± 0.07 0.61± 0.05

F4 0.44± 0.06 0.41± 0.05 0.29± 0.04

F5 0.71± 0.07 0.74± 0.07 0.96± 0.06

F1-YD8GradMean
F2-YD5GrlmHFraction
F3-YD5GrlmHMRLNonUni
F4-YD5GlcmH3InvDfMom
F5-YD5GlcmH3DifEntrp
Analysis of variance (ANOVA), p < 0.001

3.1 Analysis of bone image texture alteration over
time

On the basis of the post hoc test, significant differences
between each subgroup were obtained, for each group relat-
ing to the comparison of bone texture changes over time.
Moreover, the most significant differences occur between
the healthy bone subgroup and the others. This indicates the
differences between the texture of bone tissue directly after
implantation, after a year and a healthy bone. The average
values with standard deviations and p values of the analyzed
parameter ANOVA test are shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3.

This shows that after a period of one year of pros-
thetic loading, the bone around Active and Replace implants
(both in the jaw and the mandible) has a structure more
akin to intact tissue than immediately after implantation.
The gradient map parameter (YD8GradMean) describes the
rapid changes in image shades. Run-length matrix param-
eters (YD5GrlmHFraction and YD5GrlmHMRLNonUni)
indicate that the largest heterogeneity—the least smooth
texture—is characterized by healthy tissue, then stage II, and
the tissue in the I stage is the least heterogeneous. Grey-level
co-occurrence matrix parameters (YD5GlcmH3InvDfMom
andYD5GlcmH3DifEntr) also point to the samedependence.
The reason for such results may be the reconstruction of the
bone structure after its destruction during implantation. After
the implant has been introduced into the bone, along with the
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Table 2 The mean values and standard deviations (mean ± SD) for
group: I–II stage (Replace)—Healthy bone: upper jaw

Feature I stage II stage Healthy bone
N = 101 N = 101 N = 31

F1 15.24 ± 3.31 16.81±3.43 27.56±5.29

F2 0.56 ± 0.07 0.60±0.07 0.73±0.05

F3 0.42 ± 0.07 0.46±0.07 0.61±0.05

F4 0.43 ± 0.05 0.41±0.05 0.29±0.04

F5 0.72 ± 0.07 0.75±0.07 0.95±0.06

F1-YD8GradMean
F2-YD5GrlmHFraction
F3-YD5GrlmHMRLNonUni
F4-YD5GlcmH3InvDfMom
F5-YD5GlcmH3DifEntrp
Analysis of variance (ANOVA), p < 0.001

Table 3 The mean values and standard deviations (mean ± SD) for
group: I–II stage (Replace)—Healthy bone: mandible

Feature I stage II stage Healthy bone
N = 114 N = 114 N = 28

F1 20.35±3.92 22.00±4.42 28.97±5.40

F2 0.65±0.06 0.67±0.07 0.74±0.06

F3 0.51±0.07 0.53±0.07 0.61±0.06

F4 0.37±0.05 0.35±0.05 0.29±0.04

F5 0.79±0.07 0.82±0.07 0.94±0.07

F1-YD8GradMean
F2-YD5GrlmHFraction
F3-YD5GrlmHMRLNonUni
F4-YD5GlcmH3InvDfMom
F5-YD5GlcmH3DifEntrp.
Analysis of variance (ANOVA), p < 0.001

remodelling of the jaw and mandible, its structure becomes
more variable, heterogeneous, less smooth.

The values of the parameters from Tables 1, 2 and 3 were
normalized so that the average values of healthy tissue are
100% and for the remaining stages they were properly calcu-
lated as its percentage content. The data normalized in this
way are presented in Tables 4, 5 and 6.

On the basis of Tables 5 and 6, a graph was created to
visualize the comparison of percentage of normalized values
of the average of parameters achieved for the upper jaw and
mandible for the Replace implant (Fig. 2).

The presented data show in an intelligible way that the
mean values of parameters related to bone after 12 months
of prosthetic loading are between the values obtained directly
after implantation and the healthy tissue. In addition, the val-
ues of parameters for the mandible shown in percentage are
set closer to 100% than the jaws’. This dependence occurs
for both stages I and II. This is due to differences in the
structure between the analyzed bones and the functions they
perform. The upper jaw is a pneumatic bone, so its density is

Table 4 Percentage representation of normalized averages for group:
I–II stage (Active)—Healthy bone: upper jaw

Feature I stage II stage Healthy bone
(%) (%) (%)

F1 53.3 59 100

F2 75.7 79.7 100

F3 67.6 72.8 100

F4 152.6 144.2 100

F5 74 77.6 100

F1-YD8GradMean
F2-YD5GrlmHFraction
F3-YD5GrlmHMRLNonUni
F4-YD5GlcmH3InvDfMom
F5-YD5GlcmH3DifEntrp.

Table 5 Percentage representation of normalized averages for group:
I–II stage (Replace)—Healthy bone: upper jaw

Feature I stage II stage Healthy bone
(%) (%) (%)

F1 55.3 61 100

F2 76.7 81.4 100

F3 69.1 74.6 100

F4 149.8 142.8 100

F5 76 79.1 100

F1-YD8GradMean
F2-YD5GrlmHFraction
F3-YD5GrlmHMRLNonUni
F4-YD5GlcmH3InvDfMom
F5-YD5GlcmH3DifEntrp

Table 6 Percentage representation of normalized averages for group:
I–II stage (Replace)—Healthy bone: mandible

Feature I stage II stage Healthy bone
(%) (%) [%]

F1 70.2 75.9 100

F2 87.9 91.5 100

F3 82.8 87.4 100

F4 128.7 122.5 100

F5 84.8 87.8 100

F1-YD8GradMean
F2-YD5GrlmHFraction
F3-YD5GrlmHMRLNonUni
F4-YD5GlcmH3InvDfMom
F5-YD5GlcmH3DifEntrp.

lower than the other bones (including the mandible). Thus,
the degree of remodelling, depending on the quality of bone
tissue, as well as the integration of bones with the implant,
achieves better results in the mandible.
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Fig. 2 Percentage
representation of normalized
average values of Replace
implant parameters

Table 7 The mean values and standard deviations (mean ± SD) for
group: Active–Replace—Healthy bone, II stage: upper jaw

Feature Active Replace Healthy bone
N = 66 N = 101 N = 31

F2 0.58±0.07 0.60±0.07 0.73±0.05

F4 0.41±0.05 0.41±0.05 0.29±0.04

F5 0.74±0.07 0.75±0.07 0.95±0.06

F2-YD5GrlmHFraction,F4-YD5GlcmH3InvDfMom
F5-YD5GlcmH3DifEntrp.
Analysis of variance (ANOVA), p < 0.001

3.2 Analysis of bone image texture alteration for
different implants

The analysis also included two groups regarding the compar-
ison of healthy tissue and both Active and Replace implants
for the second stage, i.e. for bone images taken after one year
of prosthetic loading. The first of these groups concerns the
upper jaw, and the second one the mandible. As in the previ-
ous case, the analysis concerned the horizontal direction. The
average values with standard deviations and p-values of the
ANOVA test of analyzed parameters are shown in Tables 7
and 8.

The ANOVA test indicates that for each parameter at least
one of the subgroups is significantly different. In the post hoc
test it was found that for parameters describing the upper jaw,
significant differences occur only between the healthy bone
and both types of implants. After a year of prosthetic loading,
no significant differences were found between Active and
Replace implants in the upper jaw. On the other hand, in the
case of themandible for two parameters (YD8GradMean and
YD5GlcmH1DifEntrp), in addition to the above-mentioned
differences, statistically significant differences in the mean

Table 8 The mean values and standard deviations (mean ± SD) for
group: Active–Replace—Healthy bone, II stage: mandible

Feature Active Replace Healthy bone
N = 10 N = 114 N = 28

F1 18.42±2.50 22.00±4.42 28.97±5.40

F5 0.48±0.04 0.55±0.08 0.64±0.09

F6 380.41±103.52 478.41±103.52 617.15±196.21

F1-YD8GradMean
F5-YD5GlcmH3DifEntrp
F6-YYD8Gab12H6Mag
Analysis of variance (ANOVA), p < 0.001

between the implant Active and Replace were obtained.
The values of these two parameters are characterized by
the fact that the average value for the Replace implant lies
between the value of theActive Implant and the healthy bone.
This means that the type of implant affects the degree of
remodelling of the mandible and the Replace implant gave
better results here. Larger values of these parameters indicate
more rapid shade changes and greater image heterogeneity
(implant Replace). Percentage representation of normalized
average values (with a healthy bone value of 100%) for these
two parameters is shown in Table 9. These results are due
to differences in implant design. A single threading Replace
implant has a more delicate structure, which can determine
a better stability in a narrow mandible.

4 Discussion

Dental implants have become a common way to replace the
missing teeth. Therefore, the best solutions are sought to
meet the requirements. One of them is the integration of
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Table 9 Percentage representation of normalized averages for group:
Active–Replace—Healthy bone: mandible

Feature Active Replace Healthy bone
(%) (%) (%)

F1 63.6 75.9 100

F5 75.2 85 100

F1-YD8GradMean
F5-YD5GlcmH3DifEntrp.

bone tissue with the implant, enabling long-term use of the
implant. It is associated with bone remodelling caused by
its infraction during the implantation process. The insertion
(screwing) of the implant consists in its mechanical connec-
tion with the bone tissue. This involves lateral compression
of the bone, causing a certain degree of destruction to its
structure. Then the bone heals, which takes 6 months, on
average [32]. In this study, radiological images were ana-
lyzed in the area of implantation of two types of implants.
From among almost 600 extracted texture parameters, sev-
eral repetitive ones were selected, whose values may indicate
significant differences occurring in the bone structure during
its healing and remodelling. These features were calculated
from the algorithms of the autoregressive model, gradient
matrix, string length matrix and co-occurrences. Skonieczka
in her work also carries out an analysis of these param-
eters to compare changes occurring in human tissues and
distinguishes them as predominant [34]. It has been shown
that there are statistically significant differences between the
healthy tissue and remodelling time (directly after implan-
tation and after a 12-month period of prosthetic loading). In
addition, the values obtained after a year are closer to the
healthy bone than those after implantation, which indicates
that with time the bone structure around the implant under-
goes remodelling. This relationship is constant for the upper
jaw and the mandible. It also does not change depending
on the type of implant used. Heo et al. proved that after 12
months the bone around the implant has values closer to the
bone before surgery than after implantation [16]. The param-
eter obtained from the gradient matrix (GradMean) describes
the rapidity of shade changes. In all groups, the healthy tis-
suewas characterized by the highest heterogeneity of texture,
and the smallest heterogeneity was seen in the bone imme-
diately after implantation. Greater image texture uniformity
(which means less pixel diversity in the image—more pixels
with similar brightness) was obtained for the bones immedi-
ately after implantation (Stage I). After the implant has been
inserted, the bone tissue around it is ’crushed’, which may
result in less heterogeneity and higher density.Alongwith the
healing time, normal tissue structures are rebuilt, their density
decreases, while heterogeneity increases (trabecular bone)
[1]. In a study by Önem et al., based on changes in the frac-

tal dimension, they noticed a decrease in bone density after
bone healing (6 months) [29]. This is also confirmed by the
research of Heo et al., in which they prove that directly after
the implantation the density increased and then decreased,
until after 12 months it reached values similar to the healthy
bone [16]. The results of the above analysis show that the tex-
ture parameters of the mandible images, both after a year and
directly after implantation, reached relatively closer values to
the healthy bone than in the case of the upper jaw. This is due
to differences in their structure and functions. The mandible
is a movable bone and is subjected to greater forces than the
upper jaw,which results in an increased response to loads and
thus faster reconstruction [6,18]. The differences in parame-
ter values for different implants—Active and Replace—were
also compared. The type of implants has no major impact on
the degree of remodelling of the upper jaw bone. However,
in the case of the mandible, differences occur for the indi-
vidual implants. The Active implant has reached values less
similar to the healthy bone tissue. This indicates the impact
of the implant shape on osteointegration with the mandible.
Replace implants have a more delicate shape, which may be
beneficial when used in the mandible due to its narrow cre-
stal bone and different structure [18]. In their studies, Saini
and Goyal as well as Oh and Kim also noted better results of
implant stabilization in the mandible than in the jaw [28,32].
Mesa et al. showed that there are differences between sta-
bilization achieved in men and women, and depending on
age [25]. Their research showed that due to, among others,
lower bone mass, the implant’s stability in women is lower.
Another important factor affecting tissue integration with the
implant is the implant geometry (diameter, length, thread
pitch). With the increase in the implant dimensions, the con-
tact area of the implant with the bone increases too, which
supports implant stabilization [28]. Considering the above
relationships, it would be necessary to assess the impact of
the patient’s sex and age, as well as the implant geometry
on the values of the parameters obtained, which could not
be done, because the number of individual groups obtained
in this way would be too small to conduct reliable analy-
ses. After obtaining a greater number of objects for analysis,
such a study could be possible, thanks to which even more
accurate analysis results would be obtained.

The main highlights of this study are as follows:

– This is extensive study to compare the performances
of many texture features for healthy bone tissue, bone
directly after implantation and after a 12-month period
of prosthetic loading using different types of implants in
the mandible and maxilla in the quantitative analysis;

– The texture features are able to recognize subtle patterns
present in the RVG images during remodelling of bone.
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The disadvantages of our findings are:

– More subjects are required to assess the impact of the
patient’s sex and age, as well as the implant geometry on
the values of the parameters obtained;

– More subjects are required to discriminate the classes of
RVG images.
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